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We report our experiences with conducting ptychography simultaneously with X-ray fluorescence
measurement using the on-the-fly mode for efficient multi-modality imaging. We demonstrate that
the periodic artifact inherent to the raster scan pattern can be mitigated using a sufficiently fine
scan step size to provide an overlap ratio > 70%. This allows us to obtain transmitted phase con-
trast images with enhanced spatial resolution from ptychography while maintaining the fluorescence
imaging with continuous-motion scans on pixelated grids. This capability will greatly improve the
competence and throughput of scanning probe X-ray microscopy.

Scanning probe X-ray microscopy is a powerful imag-
ing method that simultaneously evokes multiple contrast
mechanisms, including absorption, phase, fluorescence,
diffraction and spectroscopy. These signals carry versa-
tile information, and enable a suite of analytical tools to
reveal a comprehensive view of the specimen under study.
Correlative imaging using multiple contrast mechanisms
can significantly leverage the information obtained in the
images. With the steady progress on fabricating high-
resolution X-ray optics [1–5] and developing advanced
microscopes [6–8], the achievable spatial resolution and
detection sensitivity is continuously improving. Ptychog-
raphy [9], as a scanning version of coherent diffraction
imaging method, shares almost the same data acquisition
scheme as a typical scanning probe microscope measure-
ment, such as scanning X-ray transmission microscope
(STXM) [10]. By scanning the specimen across a con-
fined illumination probe with overlapped scanning spots
and collecting far-field diffraction patterns using a pixe-
lated area detector allows the complex-valued transmis-
sion function of the specimen to be reconstructed with
a spatial resolution beyond the probe size [11–13]. The
structural information provided by the absorption and
phase contrast ptychography images complements other
imaging channels that are recorded simultaneously, such
as element maps from fluorescence [14], chemical states
from spectroscopy [15] or crystalline orientations from
diffraction. The recovered illumination function from
ptychography reconstruction can also be used to improve
the resolution of fluorescence images using probe decon-
volution methods [16, 17]. Scanning probe microscopy al-
lows the integration of ptychography with other imaging
channels within one single scan, providing the so-called
multi-modality visualization capability [18].

The synergy between ptychography and scanning
probe microscopy motivates further developments on how
to efficiently combine these two techniques. The recent

adaption of the on-the-fly scan scheme to ptychography
has significantly improved the data acquisition efficiency
by replacing step scans with continuous-motion scans
[19–22]. This on-the-fly scan mode invokes the potential
“periodicity pathology” problem arising from the sym-
metric scan trajectory, as a scanning probe measurement
typically follows a raster scan pattern, which naturally
gives meshed pixels to form two-dimensional images. In
ptychography, it is reported that the periodicity of the
raster scan pattern can introduce serious periodic arti-
facts in the obtained image [23]. This periodic artifact
can be removed by choosing scan patterns without peri-
odicity [24–26], but the customized scan patterns require
changing the movement step sizes or movement direc-
tions between adjacent scan points. These scan patterns
can not be easily accommodated in an on-the-fly scheme,
and the scanning probe microscopy measurements with
these patterns don’t directly give pixelated images on a
Cartesian coordinate without pixel interpolation for the
other imaging channels. A scan trajectory with gradually
varying row offsets was proposed for fly scan ptychogra-
phy measurement [21], but it dose not directly provide
pixelated images with other contrast mechanisms neither.
The overlap ratio has been reported to play a critical role
in governing the obtained image quality in ptychography
[27–29], however its impact on the periodic artifact has
not been discussed yet. In this study, we explore the
possibility to mitigate the periodic artifact in ptychogra-
phy reconstruction while acquiring data following regular
mesh patterns as in typical scanning probe microscopy
measurements. We demonstrate that the artifact can be
significantly reduced if sufficient overlap redundancy is
provided with fine scanning steps.

Through numerical simulations, we first evaluated the
existence of periodic artifacts in ptychography operated
in an on-the-fly scheme with mesh scan patterns. Diffrac-
tion patterns were initially generated with steps finer
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FIG. 1. Simulation results illustrating the impact of the
scan step size on the periodic artifact in ptychography re-
constructed images operated in the on-the-fly scheme with
Poisson noise. (a) The illumination probe used in the simula-
tion has side fringes in both vertical and horizontal directions,
with a FWHM of 18 nm. (b) The reconstructed phase image
using the simulated data with 10 nm scan step size. (c)(d)(e)
The zoom-in views of the reconstructed phase images over the
region indicated by the white box in (b) with 10nm, 20nm and
50 nm scan step sizes, respectively. The evidence of the peri-
odic artifacts is gradually mitigated with finer scan step size.
(f)(g)(h) The Fourier modulus of the reconstructed phase im-
ages with 10 nm, 20 nm and 50 nm scan step sizes. Only one
quadrant is displayed in logarithmic scale. The characteristic
peaks associated to scan periodicities are highlighted by red
circles. (i) The power spectral density calculated from recon-
structed images with various scan step size. The plots are
displaced by one order of magnitude relative to each other for
clear illustration. The blue arrow points to the expected peak
position for 10 nm periodicity.

than the target scan step size, and then the adjacent
data frames were summed to simulate the blurry effect
caused by continuous motion [19, 30]. A Poison noise was
added to the data frames. The illumination probe was
generated by wave propagation from a square pinhole.
The peak had a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM)
size of 18 × 18 nm, and the probe carries weak fringes
in both horizontal and vertical directions to mimic side
lobes in a realistic focused beam, as shown in Fig. 1
(a). Six diffraction datasets were generated using this
probe with scan step sizes varying from 10 nm to 50
nm. Each data frame had 128 × 128 pixels with 55 µm
pixel size. The illumination wavelength and detector-
to-sample distance were set to give 5 nm reconstruction
pixel size. 5 illumination modes were used in the re-
construction process. Each dataset was reconstructed
from random guesses of both the probe and object func-
tions using 500 iterations of Difference Map algorithm
[11]. A typical reconstruction converged within 20 itera-
tions. The outputs of the last 100 iterations were aver-
aged to give the final recovered images. Fig. 1 (b) shows
the reconstructed phase image using the simulated data
with 10 nm scan step size. A zoom-in view of the ob-
tained phase images shows that the periodic artifact is
clearly seen with 50 nm scanning step (Fig. 1 (e)), and it
is gradually mitigated with finer scanning steps (Fig. 1
(c)(d)). The periodic artifacts give characteristic peaks

at the corresponding spatial frequencies in the Fourier
modulus of the reconstructed phase images, as shown in
Fig. 1 (g) and (h). Fig. 1 (i) plots the power spectral
density curves of the Fourier modulus of reconstructed
phase images with six simulated steps. The intensity of
the characteristic peaks tends to decrease with the scan
step size of 15 nm, which is slightly below the FWHM size
of the probe. For ptychography reconstruction, a more
meaningful parameter representing the sampling condi-
tion is the 2D overlap ratio [31], which can be quanti-
fied as o =

∑
[| p(~r − ~ri) || p(~r − ~ri+1) |] /

∑[
| p(~r) |2

]
,

where p(~r − ~ri) and p(~r − ~ri+1) are the probes at two
adjacent scan points and the summation is over all the
pixels of the probe image. In the simulation setup, a
15 nm scan step size corresponds to an overlap ratio of
∼63%, where the periodic artifact start to be noticeably
mitigated. We note that this overlap ratio emphasizes
the overlay of probe pixels with high intensities and it
does not describe the actual number of overlapped non-
zero probe pixels, which explains why the reconstruction
does not fail completely when the calculated overlap ratio
is below 50%.

To validate these simulation results, we conducted
a series of on-the-fly measurements at the Hard X-ray
Nanoprobe (HXN) beamline of the National Synchrotron
Light Source II (NSLS-II). The incident 12 keV X-rays
were focused by a pair of multilayer Laue lenses (MLL)
to sub-20 nm. The coherent illumination was selected by
a second source aperture placed about 15 m in front of
the nano-focusing optics. The optics and microscope sys-
tem to generate such a focus and perform scanning probe
measurement are described elsewhere [4, 8, 32, 33]. The
sample used in the experiment contained gold nanopar-
ticles, prepared by depositing a 20 nm thick layer of gold
film onto a silicon substrate and then annealing the film
at 800◦C for 8 hours. The gold film became dewetted
to isolated sub-micron crystals with various width and
thickness. We selected one gold crystal of ∼500 nm wide
and ∼200 nm thick, and collected four 2D scans in on-
the-fly mode using 100×100, 75×75, 50×50, and 25×25
mesh patterns covering the same 1×1 µm area, which give
10 nm, 13.3 nm, 20 nm and 40 nm step sizes, respectively.
A three-element silicon drift detector (Vortex-ME3) was
placed perpendicularly to the incident beam to collect
the gold fluorescence signals, and the far-field diffraction
data was acquired by a pixelated area detector (Merlin)
with 55 µm pixel size at a distance of 0.5 m downstream
the sample. The dwell time and deadtime for each scan
point are 0.1 second and 0.005 second, respectively. The
0.1 second exposure time was determined to use the full
dynamic range of the Merlin detector. A 186× 186 pixel
array was cropped from each diffraction frame and fed
into 500 iterations of difference map algorithm to recover
complex-valued real-space images, which results in a 5
nm pixel size.

The diffraction data collected in the on-the-fly mode is
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blurred due to the continuous sample motion. It has been
previously demonstrated that this effect can be corrected
by including multiple probe modes into the reconstruc-
tion process to represent an equivalent incoherent illumi-
nation condition assuming a static sample scanned by a
moving beam [19–22]. We therefore used five illumina-
tion modes in reconstructing the ptychography datasets,
and the relative power of the fifth mode was found to
drop down to ∼1% for all scan step sizes. A reconstruc-
tion with a single illumination mode was performed first
to provide an initial guess of the primary mode. The
other four modes were initiated by randomly translating
the primary probe within the range defined by the scan
step size. The reconstructed modes were then orthog-
onalized using the single value decomposition method.
The dropping of the primary mode power and the rising
of higher-order powers both indicate that the effective
coherence condition is degraded with larger fly-scan step
sizes.
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20 nm 40 nm
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FIG. 2. Simultaneous X-ray fluorescence and ptychography
imaging of a gold nanoparticle measured in on-the-fly mode.
(a)-(d) The fitted gold Lα1 fluorescence maps with various
scan step sizes over the same area. The scale bar is fluores-
cence counts per 0.1 second. (e)-(h) The phase images recon-
structed by ptychography with multiple illumination modes
to correct the diffraction data blur caused by fly-scan. The
periodic artifact starts to be visible with 20 nm scanning step,
and is readily apparent with 40 nm step size.

Fig. 2 shows the fluorescence images (a)-(d) and pty-
chographically reconstructed phase images (e)-(h) of the
gold particle with various scan step sizes. The six-fold
facets are clearly visible in the obtained images using
both methods. The image pixel size of the fluorescence
pictures is determined by the scan step size, thus the im-
age quality is deteriorated with larger steps. While the
ptychography reconstruction pixel size is maintained at 5
nm for all datasets, the image quality does not degrade as
significantly as in the fluorescence case. However, as the
on-the-fly scan followed regular mesh patterns, the pe-
riodic artifact starts to become visible with 20 nm scan
step size, and is readily apparent with 40 nm step size.

The existence of periodic artifacts are further evalu-
ated in Fourier space. Fig. 3 shows the Fourier modulus
of the ptychography reconstructed phase images. The
characteristic peaks associated with the periodicity of the
scanning pattern clearly show up with 20 nm and 40 nm
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FIG. 3. Periodic artifact in reconstructed images. (a)-(d)
The Fourier modulus of ptychographically reconstructed real-
space images as shown in Fig. 2. Characteristic peaks associ-
ated to the periodicity of the scan pattern are clearly shown
with 20 nm and 40 nm scan step size. (e) The power spectral
density of reconstructed images demonstrate that the charac-
teristic peak from periodic artifacts fades away until the scan
step is less than 13.3 nm and the overlap ratio is above 70%.
The plots are displaced by one order of magnitude relative
to each other for clear illustration. The primary probe mode
reconstructed from the dataset with 10 nm scan step size is
shown in the inset, which has a FWHM dimension of 16× 17
nm.

scanning steps. In the power spectral density plots (Fig. 3
(e)), we can identify a peak corresponding to 13.3 nm pe-
riodicity for the reconstruction for the dataset with 13.3
nm scan step size, although this artifact can be merely
recognized in either the recovered real-space image (Fig. 2
(f)) or its Fourier modulus (Fig. 3 (b)). It is also notice-
able that the peak associated with 13.3 nm periodicity
is at least one order-of-magnitude weaker than those in
reconstructions from the datasets with 20 nm and 40 nm
steps. This suggests that the periodic artifact starts to
degrade with 13.3 nm scan step size. The characteristic
peaks for 10 nm period would be expected near the edge
of the Fourier modulus picture and at the 0.1 nm−1 spa-
tial frequency on the power spectral density plot, which
can be barely recognized in either location. It implies
that the degradation trend starts with 13.3 nm scan step
size and that the periodic artifact is further eliminated
with 10 nm scanning steps. We note that the FWHM
dimension of the primary mode from the reconstruction
with 10 nm scanning step is about 16 × 17 nm. It ap-
pears that the scan step size has to be smaller than this
FWHM size of the probe to start mitigating the periodic
artifact, which is consistent with the simulation result.
With 13.3 nm scan step size, the overlap ratio is about
70%, which also agrees with the number ∼63% obtained
in the simulation.

The periodic artifact associated with the periodicity of
the scan pattern fundamentally arises from the fact that
the far-field diffraction pattern measured in ptychogra-
phy experiments is determined by the product of the ob-
ject and the probe functions. Post-reconstruction image
processing methods may be able to remove the grid arti-
fact to some extent [34, 35]. One approach is to mask the
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FIG. 4. Periodic artifact removal by masking satellite peaks
in Fourier space. The example image is obtained with 40 nm
scan step size. (a) The peaks associated with 40 nm period-
icity are masked from the initial Fourier modulus as shown
in Fig. 3(d). (b) The periodic artifact in the obtained real-
space image is significantly reduced, compared with the initial
image as shown in Fig. 2 (h).

characteristic peaks in Fourier space. Fig. 4 shows one
example to apply this method to the phase image ob-
tained with 40 nm scan step size. The periodic artifact is
significantly removed compared with the original image
shown in Fig. 2 (h). How to apply the mask nondestruc-
tively needs to be explored systematically in future stud-
ies. Completely eliminating this artifact may inevitably
require to break the symmetry in the scan trajectory.
Here, we present empirically that conducting the scan
with sufficiently fine steps to provide over 70% overlap
ratio can effectively mitigate the periodic artifact. This
approach can be combined with post-reconstruction pro-
cessing methods to effectively and significantly remove
the periodic artifact in ptychography reconstruction. It
is noticeable that it is more challenging to satisfy the
stringent overlap ratio requirement with a X-ray beam
focused to nanoscale. The overlap ratio has to be opti-
mized to balance image quality and experiment through-
put. Simulation also shows that the mitigation of the pe-
riodic artifact is less effective if a Gaussian-shape probe
is used. It suggests a structured beam profile is preferred
for ptychography reconstruction, which is consistent with
experimental findings [36, 37].

Our demonstrated ability to obtain artifact-mitigated
ptychography reconstructions using data collected in on-
the-fly mode following raster scan patterns will allow
seamless integration of ptychography into scanning probe
microscope systems. The recovered amplitude and phase
contrast images with enhanced spatial resolution pro-
vide complementary information to images obtained from
other channels. Obtaining all these channels of informa-
tion simultaneously and pushing the achievable resolu-
tion should significantly enhance the capability of scan-
ning probe microscopy for a comprehensive range of ap-
plications.
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